A Dish to Die For
Book 12 of the Key West Food Critic Mysteries
Discussion Questions
1. There are a lot of real people, places, and food in this book and this
series in general. Boca Chica Beach for example, where the body is
found, is a real place, as is Geiger Key Marina where Hayley Snow
eats and tracks down clues. How do you feel about bits of reality in
your mysteries?
2. Hayley Snow meets her new father-in-law for the first time in this
book, as Nathan and his father have been estranged for several
years. Talk about your reactions to their relationship and their
interactions over the course of this book.
3. Hayley Snow and her husband Nathan Bransford are feeling their way
in their new marriage, and also in her role as amateur detective and
his as professional. Does this seem believable to you?
4. The Key West woman’s club is a real place and the cookbook
mentioned in the story is real as well. How did you feel about the use
of the old cookbook as part of the plot? Can you think of other books
that have used cookbooks as part of the story?
5. The relationship between police and citizens has been fraught with
difficulties and terrible events over the past several years. How did
you feel about the way the police department is portrayed in this
book? Does police work in Key West seem different from the work
done in other cities and towns around the country?
6. One of the questions that always comes up for a mystery writer is
how many books should there be in a series. A Dish to Die For is
number 12. Discuss your thoughts about long running mystery series.
What causes you to lose interest? What kinds of things make you
want to beg the author to continue writing?
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7. From Rex Stout’s famous foodie hero Nero Wolfe to Virginia Rich’s the
Nantucket Diet Murders to Diane Mott Davidson’s Dying for Chocolate,
and now the Key West Mysteries, what do you think explains our
passion for combining cuisine and crime? Why do you choose to read
culinary mysteries?
8. One of the biggest challenges when writing an amateur sleuth
mystery is developing a reason for the sleuth to get involved. How did
you feel about Hayley‘s stake in solving the mystery of the murdered
man on the beach? How would you handle coming across such a
scene?
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